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ABSTRACT

This paper entitled “The Translation of Prepositions At and In, in the Harper Lee’s Novel To Kill A Mockingbird into Indonesian”. It discusses about the translations of prepositions at and in in the translated novel of To Kill A Mockingbird which was written by Harper Lee and translated into Indonesian by Femmy Syahrani. The purposes are to find out the translations of prepositions at and in in the translated novel and to find out their context of sentences. In the writing this paper, it applies library research method. After analyzing the source novel and its translated novel, it is found that preposition at is translated into Indonesian prepositions and conjunctions in a few of contexts, they are: ‘di’ and ‘di dekat’ which show place; ‘ke’, ‘kepada’, ‘ke arah’ and ‘saat’ which show purpose or direction; ‘dalam’, ‘ketika’, ‘sejak’, and ‘seperti’ which show time; ‘pada’ which shows direction, purpose, and time; ‘tentang’ which shows topic; and ‘oleh’ which shows cause. But, in some cases it is not translated for contexts that show direction, place, and time. Then, preposition in is translated into Indonesian prepositions and conjunctions in a few of contexts, they are ‘dalam’, ‘di antara’, ‘di depan’, ‘di bawah’, ‘di atas’, and ‘lewat’ which show place, location, or position; ‘lagi’, ‘masih’, ‘pada tahun’, ‘sejak’, ‘saat’, ‘sewaktu’, ‘selama’, ‘sepanjang’, and ‘sudah’ which show time; ‘ke’, ‘sebagai’, and ‘untuk’ which show direction or purpose; ‘dan’, ‘memakai’, ‘mengenakan’, ‘terbalut’ which show wearing something; ‘ber-‘ which shows purpose and manner; ‘dalam’ which shows place, position, time, particular case, membership, shape or form, situation, instrument that used, and manner; ‘dari’ which shows source, position, distance, and material that used; ‘di’ which shows place, position, and time; ‘pada’ which shows direction, place or position, time, and particular case; ‘dengan’ which shows situation, condition, particular case, instrument that used, manner, and wearing something; ‘seperti’ which shows conditional and condition; ‘yang’ which shows process, situation, and condition; ‘karena’ which shows cause and particular case; ‘soal’ which shows topic; ‘jadi’ and ‘menjadi’ which show form, jobs and profession; ‘dalam rangka’ and ‘telah’ which show involvement in something; ‘demi’ which shows oath; and ‘naik’ which shows instrument that used. In some cases, preposition in is not translated for contexts that show place, involvement or membership, condition, and situation.
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